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eventually happiness, people long for career tricks or
disclosed career patterns.
At the same time and due to the evolvement of data
science methods, pattern detection is on the rise[7], [8]. The
growing number of available data sets, especially in human
produced data, leads researchers to employ text mining as a
method to extract knowledge from diverse, semi-structured
text data [7], [9]. Companies have discovered the new
possibilities of data science and machine learning, too. In the
recruiting process, algorithms filter appropriate candidates
and machines support human resource departments in
conducting job interviews [10]. Online CVs as published on
LinkedIn or similar services are nothing but semi-structured
data. They can be aggregated, clustered and applied to
algorithmic models. Nowadays, users of LinkenIn or the like
produce these data in great number. New data science
methods allow to look for patterns in online CVs using text
mining applied to a data set of online CVs. In this vein, the
aim of our research (funded by the German Federal Ministry
of Education and Research) was to detect factors that promote
or hinder people’s career development, eventually to unveil
steps leading to a CEO position. This intention bases on the
assumption that online CVs provide the opportunity to detect
insights into career paths. We want to answer the following
question: Do online CVs provide appropriate information to
detect career patterns?

Abstract— Climbing the career ladder to a senior
executive position is a long and complex process that,
nevertheless, many people are trying to master. Over the
last decades, the number of people providing their CVs on
professional online social networks, such as LinkedIn is
growing. New methods of pattern detection raise the
question of whether online CVs provide insights into
career patterns and paths. The respective hypothesis is
that online CVs map people’s careers and therefore build
the ideal data set to detect career patterns. To test this
hypothesis, 100.006 online CVs were downloaded and
preprocessed. This paper presents initial results of one
educational and one internship variable. Whereas a
higher degree positively predicts career level, having
made an internship negatively relates to career level.
These results reveal that rather than objectively
mirroring people’s career trajectories, online career
platforms provide selective information. The information
of online CVs and the respective career level is
intermingled, i.e. people with a high career level present
different parts of their careers than people on lower
levels. Furthermore, self-presentational effects might
have an impact. The effect on similar research and
possible implications are discussed.
Keywords— Career research, professional online social
network, data mining, human generated data

I. INTRODUCTION
Since the beginning of the 20th century and the time of
individualization, we no longer have to take up our parents’
profession[1]. Instead, people can choose, plan and follow
their own careers and career mobility has been growing [2].
Nevertheless, as much as the predestination of vocational
choice has diminished, individual decisions have become
more important [3]. To be successful, people feel they have
to take the right steps at the right time [1], [4]. Besides the
feeling of freedom, insecurity and the pressure on individuals
to come to the right decisions increase [5], [6]. Nowadays,
coaching and consulting services have become increasingly
popular. To optimize their careers, to find success and

II.

STATE OF THE ART

Using career platforms is considered crucial for both
employers and applicants. Practitioners and researchers state
that active participation on LinkedIn is a key determinant of
success [11]. Nevertheless, many students and young
professionals do not use LinkedIn to its full potential yet [12]
although studies show that when exposed, they see the
benefits of those platforms, especially compared to rather
informal social media pages like Facebook [13]. This is why
[14] claims, that if higher education institutions want to
prepare their students for a successful career they should
teach them how to use LinkedIn and career platforms
properly.
At the same time, companies are “missing out on a huge
opportunity to gain access to top talent” if they do not use
LinkedIn [15]. In what McKinsey has called a “War for
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Hypothesis: Online CVs illustrate people’s careers and
therefore, they build an ideal data set for detecting career
patterns.

Talent” already twenty years ago [16], companies struggle
with talent acquisition and expand their activities beyond
traditional recruiting practice. That is, many recruiters
already use LinkedIn to look for talents. In addition, they
have developed new methods using big data and data
intelligence for recruiting purposes [17]. Such increasingly
smart systems span from umbrella platforms that allow
recruiters to look for candidates across all big career networks
[18], recruiting robots that support at both screening and
interviewing candidates [10] or algorithms that parse CVs to
look for required skills [19]. However, up to our knowledge
these tools do not use any deep learing methods but simply
match the skills the employers require with the skills an
applicant offers. What is more, they very often still need
human control. Amazon experienced the danger of
automation in 2014, when their recruiting algorithm
structurally discriminated against women [20]. When this
became public, John Jersin, Senior Director of LinkedIn
Talent Solutions, was very clear about the issue of using AI
in recruiting: “I certainly would not trust any AI system today
to make a hiring decision on its own. The technology is just
not ready yet” [20].
In 2012 LinkedIn filed a patent for a tool they developed
that matched users’ experience with different jobs, providing
information about possible jobs and nicely presenting them
in a “career path” [21]. Nevertheless, this tool is also not in
use anymore – the reasons remain unclear.
For the last decade, career researchers have also been
using the new emerging means of mining techniques and the
increasing number of digital data for new perspectives on
their topic. Heinze used online job advertisements to
investigate on employer’s requirements [22], [23] predicted
scientists’ movement between institutions based on their
scientific profile, and Chopra et al. looked for gender
differences in science and engineering by analyzing 60,000
application documents [24]. As online CVs are available in
large number, text mining analysis of CVs has become a
popular source of research. Nevertheless, the results are still
far from generalizable: They concentrate on specific domains
(e.g., the academic sector [25]) or remain limited in their
focus (e.g., women in Saudi Arabia; [26]; the effect of
international mobility on career success [27]. As far as our
literature review has shown us, until now, nobody has yet
analyzed large data sets of online CVs with deep learning
methods or the like.
This is why, in the current research we use a large data set
of online CVs to detect career patterns. In a very elementary
approach, we focus on factors that promote or interfere with
high hierarchy. In line with the aforementioned research, the
plan was to use online CVs to shed light on career patterns
and, eventually, ways to a senior executive position. The
hypothesis was the following:

III. DATA
100,006 online CVs in semi structured JSON format
served as the basis of the analysis. The data stem from a large
German CV platform and were downloaded via a respective
API. The only condition for selecting a CV was that it
contained words such as “manager”, “leader”, or
“leadership”, as the analysis required advanced CVs. We did
not set any other preconditions for the data collection to
gather a broad range of online CVs.
The data was structured into arrays. On the first level,
these are “education” and “job”, with subarrays such as
“company” or “education station”, that contain objects like
“size of company”, “industry”, “title of job” or “school
name”, “degree”, “subject”, respectively. Users can extend
their online CV by specifying as many education and job
stations etc. as they wish. About half of the data fields consist
of free text (e.g. “company name” or “job description”), the
other half are categories (e.g. “career level” or “industry”) or
strings (beginning and end date of the respective stations).
IV. METHOD
The data set of CVs was loaded into MongoDB and
analyzed with Python. During preprocessing, existing text
and categorical information was transformed into either
Boolean values or integers, resulting in more than 200
variables (such as “highest degree”, “duration of education”
or, as an example of a detailed variable, “job in same
company as internship”). This process of preprocessing is
actually indefinite, as there are always possible variables that
could be specified in more detail than previous ones.
Within all the data fields, the variable indicating hierarchy
is a categorical one. When filling out their CVs, users were
able to indicate a career level for each of their career stations.
They could choose one of five levels: “student/intern”, “entry
level”, “professional experienced”, “executive”, and “senior
executive”. The career level of the current position served as
the variable “current level” whereas the highest position ever
reached was labeled as “highest level”. The two variables
showed similar effects as for many people the current
position is also their highest yet. For the analysis of career
success, those two variables served as the dependent
variables.
To test the hypothesis of whether online CVs illustrate
peoples careers and can therefore be used to detect career
patterns, this paper will concentrate on two aspects of the
CVs: educational information and internships. Most career
trajectories contain information about those variables and
other studies have already investigated on the impact of them
on career success. Therefore, we will use these two aspects to
demonstrate what kind of information one can retrieve from
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online CVs. To start with, we ran simple linear regression
analyses on the dependent variables current level and highest
level with educational and internship information as
predictors.

information about internships. Degrees, in comparison,
represent one of the most important information of one’s
career, which is why most CVs contain this information.
To investigate on the effect of career level and CVs of
different detail, we created a variable called “cv quality”.
This variable spans from 0 to 1. As the scores of the sections
job and education were multiplied with each other, a lack of
information in either section led to a score of 0 whereas two
stations in each section already led to a score of 1. The
decision to use this very low threshold bases on the fact that
most CVs were lacking information somewhere. Running a
regression on current career level with CV quality as
determinant, showed a negative effect, b = -0.3, t(63511) = 33.00, p < .001, R² = .017. That is, people that are currently
in a high position include less information in their CVs than
people that are in a lower position. One reason might be that
the proposed assumption of what online CVs show is wrong.
It might be true that someone who is just starting the career
today fills out the online form and keeps adding information.
However, at the time current senior executives filled out their
online CV they were already high up and did not include
information about their young years. Their online CVs did
not develop along with their careers, as it might be the case
with online CVs of younger people nowadays.
These results make us reason that our hypothesis has to be
declined: Online CVs do not objectively illustrate people’s
careers and therefore do not serve as an ideal data set to detect
career patterns. Rather career level and information provided
in online CVs are confounded and systematically depend on
each other.
When analyzing online data, we “need to be careful
perceiving communication over social networks and digital
footprints as ‘authentic’. People's posts, tweets, uploaded
photographs, comments, and other types of online
participation are not transparent windows into their selves;
instead, they are usually carefully curated and systematically
managed” [9, p. 465]. People know they have to present
themselves favorably in their online CVs [31]. Furthermore,
the kind of information considered favorable differs
depending on the career level. Having little experience, any
internship is better than none. A senior manager, in contrast,
should present recent successes than first steps.

V. RESULTS
Education, in this data set, was described by multiple
variables such as “has bachelor”, “studied STEM subject” or
“number of bachelors”. In the following, one very general,
basic variable “maximum degree” is presented. The variable
represents the highest one of the following degrees someone
has, from low to highest: “bachelor”, “diploma”, “master” or
“PhD”. It has to be noted that the analysis only considered the
CVs when the degree could be identified as one of the above
mentioned. Running a linear regression, the variable
“maximum degree” showed a small but significant effect on
the current career level, b =0.35, t (11136) = 13.22, p < .001,
R² = .015, and a similar effect on highest career level, b =
0.40, t(14387) = 16.10, p < .001, R² = .018.
Regarding internships the variables span from where
(“internship in STEM”), to how long or with which effect
(“same company after internship”) someone made an
internship. Here, again, one very general and straightforward
variable is presented: whether someone made an internship or
not. One linear regression was run on each of the two career
level variables with “has internship” coded as 0 and 1 (no and
yes, respectively) as predictor variable. The internship
variable shows a significant and comparatively strong
relation to the current career level, b = -0.11, t(4181) = -8.10,
p < .001, R² = .015, and similarly to the highest career level
someone ever had, b = -0.09, t(5523) = 6.66, p < 0.001, R² =
0.008. As having an internship is coded as 1, both relations
were negative.
VI. DISCUSSION
Looking at career research, both someone’s academic
degree and whether he or she has made an internship increase
career prospects and employability [28], [29]. Regarding the
first aspect, the association of degree and career level
supports this assumption in this study. Concerning
internships, the picture is different. Nowadays employers
urge universities to put a focus on practical experience. Since
Bologna, many curricula require an internship in the industry
[30]. That is, the effects presented here should not lead us to
the conclusion that internships negatively influence careers.
One other explanation might be that twenty or thirty years
ago, internships were not as relevant as they are today. That
could have led to the fact, that people that hold senior
executive positions today indeed did not do any internships.
Another explanation would be a confounding of information
and career level. More precisely, the higher someone climbed
the career ladder, the more probably his or her information
about internships is missing. Putting it the other way, only
people that are comparatively low in career level insert

VII. LIMITATIONS AND OTHER APPROACHES
In comparison to the total number of LinkedIn users,
which is currently 630 million (LinkedIn 2019), a sample
size of 100.000 CVs is relatively small. Having the
opportunity to use meta data such as CV quality for the
analysis could diminish the problem of structural differences
between career levels. Unfortunately, we did not have access
to a larger set of data. Nevertheless, self-presentation persists
to be a problem as long as the data relies on public selfdisclosure. To handle this, neutral sources of career
trajectories are necessary. E.g., German DAX-listed
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[10]

companies have to publish the CVs of the members of their
boards of managements [32]. Nevertheless, these are only
few data sets (n = 170) and thus might be too few for means
of pattern detection.
In a next step, machine learning methods could be used to
further investigate on career pattern. Nevertheless, even the
most advanced methods will not lead to better results if the
underlying data is biased and confounded.

[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

VIII. CONCLUSION
Analyzing CVs to make predictions about different
aspects of careers, such as the path to a management position,
seems reasonable. At the same time, our brief results show
that when analyzing human produced online data, one has to
be very careful about what this data really contains. Although
a higher degree positively predicted career level, having an
internship showed a negative relation with career level.
Rather than assuming that people should not make
internships, it seems plausible to ascribe this negative
association to other factors. Although the presented results
need further exploration, the results show that online CVs do
not depict career trajectories in an objective way. What is
more, the kind of information someone presents and his or
her career level interrelate. Other researchers have pointed
towards the fact that on the internet, users deliberately choose
the information they publish. Further research should back
data science approaches with alternative sources such as meta
data or qualitative studies. The presented results shows that
when using human generated data, it is important to control
for and think of biases and constraints they might contain–
such as self-presentational intentions.
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